
Our Top 10 Favorite Online Teaching Tools 
 

One 

Prep an Assignment and upload your own content or create something 
new–with drawings, text, images, audio, links, and videos to provide 
instruction or create assessments. In 1:1 or group settings, students 
input drawings, text, images, and audio or answer fill-the-blank or 
multiple choice in response to teacher-created material. Teachers can 
see who needs help and how students are progressing through the 
assignment. Teachers provide individualized, real-time feedback and 
grading with an array of tools–directly on the canvas, in the help 
center. https://classkick.com 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Two 

Do you want a white board where you can post a working clock, lots 
of online tools, various videos and pre-made lessons? Genzy is 
great for modeling lessons and recreating the white board you may 
have had in your physical classroom. There are also some tools for 
behavior regulation.  
https://teacher.gynzy.com/ 
 

 
 

Three 

Do you want a great online whiteboard where students can see your 
board and write on any worksheets or whiteboard space in their 
individual space? A board where you can see each student’s 
responses on your screen so you can respond to them? Essential 
tool for providing live feedback to students during learning. I use 
this whenever I want students to demonstrate learning (they cannot 
see each other’s responses). https://whiteboard.fi/  

You can check out whiteboard.chat too! This has some terrific math 
based tools and rolling dice. 
 
 
 



Four 

Do you want a good resource for uploading worksheets and blank 
pages where you can work with individuals or groups of students 
during interactive teaching sessions? You can upload and save 
documents from your computer or Google Drive. Students can also 
use this for homework if they do not want to print worksheets and 
want to write online then submit their homework. One class can 
work collaboratively on one sheet, or multiple links can be created 
for individual or small groups of students. https://web.kamihq.com/ 
 

 
 

Five 

Do you want to work on an interactive white board where individuals 
and small groups can engage with the photos and sticky notes? 
Jamboard is great for word building with letters, roots, etc., 
sentence building and labeling visuals. It is a simple tool with few 
features for even the youngest students who can get confused with 
many options on a toolbar. For this reason, it can also be a good 
tool for fun homework or independent assignments. It is found in 
Google Apps. https://jamboard.google.com/ 



 
 

Six 

Do you want to use some of your favorite routines in the beginning, 
middle and end of your classes where students can actively engage 
with questions you ask? Try Peardeck add-on app on the Google 
Slides. 
 

 
 

Seven 

Do you want to engage students in active learning with your Google 
Slides? Add polls, field trips, videos and pre-made lessons? Build a 
library of interactive lessons with your own teaching content for 



your Zoom sessions. Try the dynamic Google Slides Add-on called 
Nearpod https://nearpod.com/ 
 

 
 

Eight  

Do you want to engage your students in a whole class quiz format 
game with the curriculum content? This can be used for gathering 
data on individual students and homework as well. Students enjoy 
this “low hanging fruit” during remote learning! Try 
https://www.gimkit.com/ 

 

Nine 

Do you want to record your instruction anywhere online, annotate 
any websites and save it to share with your students to watch at a 



later time? Try the Google Chrome app Screencastify. 
https://www.screencastify.com/ 
 

 

Ten 

Do you want to be able to write on any screen, document, website, 
etc.? Epic Pen is an app that allows you to write anywhere. You can 
annotate Google Docs, slides, etc. Its best for live teaching as the 
screens do not save or record easily. https://epic-pen.com/  

If you or students are not using an iPad or Surface laptop with a 
pen, and it’s difficult to maneuver a laptop touchpad for 
handwriting, then Mouse Pens that can be found on Amazon can be 
a helpful tool for writing on screens.   
 

 

 


